
(Co-)
transformation Switch on the water bath at 42 °C.

Load a bucket with ice from the ice machine.

Take the competent bacteria out of the -80 °C freezer and transfer

the cells directly to ice. Do not touch the bottom of the competent

cell tubes. Take the SOC medium out of the fridge and warm up to

room temperature. 

Thaw the bacteria on ice for ~5 minutes.

When using XL10-Gold, add 2 μL β-ME to the cells and swirl the

content of the tube gently. Incubate the cells on ice for 10 minutes,

swirling gently every 2 minutes. 

Add 1-2 μL plasmid to 20 μL competent cells. For co-transformation

add 1.5-2 μL of the first plasmid and 1.5-2 μL of the second plasmid

to 40 μL of bacteria near the Bunsen flame to prevent

contamination. Do not pipette up and down.

Incubate the bacteria on ice for 5 minutes when using Novablue or

BL21(DE3) and 30 minutes when using different cells.

Place the bacteria inside a water bath of 42 °C for 30 seconds and

return on ice afterward.

 Incubate the bacteria on ice for 2 minutes.

Add 250 μL SOC medium to the bacteria near the Bunsen flame.

When using XL10-Gold cells, add 0.5 mL preheated NXY+ broth 
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The protocol continues on the next page

SETUP & PROTOCOL

M A T E R I A L S
Bunsen burner
Bucket with ice
Eppendorf tubes with
competent cells (XL10Gold,
NovaBlue, Top10, DH5alpha
or BL21DE3)
Shaking incubator
LB-agar plates with correct
antibiotic(s)
Desired plasmid(s)
SOC medium
Pipettes & tips
Water bath
Drigalski spatula

Transform the desired plasmid(s)
into desired bacteria.

Estimated bench time: 45 min
Estimated total time: 20 hours



(Co-)
transformation

When using Novablue: if selecting for ampicillin or

chloramphenicol, plate directly. Otherwise, incubate at 37 °C for

30 min 

11. Incubate the mixture at 37 °C for 1 hour. 

12. Pipette 200 μL of the mixture on an agar plate with desired

      antibiotics on the plate near the Bunsen flame

13. Sterilize the Drigalski spatula by soaking it in ethanol and keep the

      spatula shortly in the flame. Let it cool down for at least 30 seconds. 

14. Spread the cell mixture on the plate using the sterile spatula, near 

      the Bunsen flame.

15. Transfer the agar plates to the 37 °C incubator.

16. Place the plate upside down & closed. Let the mixture grow

      overnight.
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